The General Assembly,

Noting with regret that human trafficking is still ongoing in certain parts of the world and no concrete effort has been made up till now to counter this issue which affects the state of mind of the people who are living in fear,

Alarmed by the fact that professional facilitators use their expertise to exploit legal loopholes to find opportunities for criminals, helping them legitimize their crimes,

Deploring the fact that weapons being trafficked from overseas are injected in the economies, hence representing opening portals for heinous male factors to commit tremendous crimes,

Bearing in mind the fact that the transaction of illicit drugs has had severe repercussions on the overall welfare of the society and no legislative bans have been taken,

Expressing with deep regret that the lack of education of our youngsters about drugs, represent a major impediment to the society due to their proximity to the drug cartels,

Cognizant that organised crimes create a set back obstruction in justice, triggering corruption,

Taking into consideration that criminal activities ongoing on the internet represent a threat to the peace and the security of people as the use of “dark nets” has been escalating,
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1. **Demands** that education is used as a platform for communication in order to curb the number of drug intake and organised crimes, and help create awareness of the dangers and the risk of drug addiction;

2. **Requests** the United Nations office on Drugs and Crimes to continue providing legal assistance to countries in need to help them achieve their goals;

3. **Stresses** that refugees and migrants need to be placed in proper camps with all sanitation facilities and other basic needs, as their safety and security are crucial, and military troops should patrol around these camps to prevent any trafficking (sex and human trafficking);

4. **Expresses its conviction** that education is essential in combating sex trafficking as young girls are more prone to be the prey of predators and as a result, proper actions should be taken to eradicate this problem,

5. **Approves** the amendment of certain laws pertaining to crimes, and reinforcing them could prove to be a deterrent, hence reducing malpractices in any form of organizations or bodies, for instance, extending years of punishment or increasing fines;

6. **Urges** extensive support and established communication between parents and their children so as to prevent teenagers from falling into the trap of substance abuses and macabre crimes;

7. **Proclaims** that we should reinforce security at land borders by safeguarding lawful trades to minimise the exploitation of migrants, and with value added technology to monitor and evaluate the issuing of passport, permits and visas to restrict the trade of drugs;
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8. **Encourages** the use of campaigns through the media by conducting workshops to discourage the consumption of any illicit drugs, and raising awareness amongst the youngsters via the help of educational posters;

9. **Recommends** to make a concentrated effort to instill a sense of integrity in individuals by providing programmes to raise awareness of the dangers of corruption;

10. **Calls upon** the use of artificial intelligence to segregate networks to redirect attackers away from vulnerabilities, thus making the web safer;

11. **Decides** that the passing of legislations on the possession of local weapons and those brought from overseas as well as the issuing of licenses, to be enforced to be able to make use of these weapons;

12. **Acknowledges** that the Government employs facilitators to find loopholes in laws to be implemented, leading to a decrease in crime rates;

13. **Welcomes** that the investment of new research and development strategies by treaties to have more sophisticated technologies to detect the location of drug smugglers.